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Abstract
Modern manufacturing facilities are subject to organisational, technological, engineering and market
constraints. The combination of these factors allows them to be described as sociotechnical enterprises.
Control of these enterprises is distributed between human and automated agents who collaborate as part
of a joint cognitive system. One of the challenges facing these industries is a need to evolve operations
while maintaining stable performance. Cognitive Systems Engineering (CSE) provides a range of
analytical frameworks that can be used to study the effects of change on sociotechnical systems.
However, the scale of these enterprises and the range of decision-making styles involved make the
selection of an appropriate framework difficult. A critical review of both positivist and hermeneutic
approaches to cognitive systems research is provided. Following this a cognitive engineering process is
outlined that uses a mixed model approach to describe system functionality, understand the implications
of change and inform the design of cognitive artefacts that support system control. A case study examines
the introduction of pervasive automation in the semiconductor manufacturing industry and is used to
demonstrate the utility of this process.
Keywords: Functional Modelling, Decision Support, Interface Design, Manufacturing, Automation

1. Introduction
The discipline of Cognitive Systems Engineering (CSE) has developed significantly over the past few
decades. Its research boundaries have expanded beyond human psychophysical abilities to include the
construction of mental models, studies of teamwork and the role of phenomenology in decision making
and control. Its focus has also shifted from the independent study of the attributes of humans or machines
to a more holistic view, where control in modern work environments is carried out by a joint cognitive
system of collaborating human and automated agents (Hollnagel & Woods, 2005). One result from these
developments is an abundance of methods, models and research frameworks that can be used to
investigate human work in technological environments. This creates a challenge for the analysis and
design of socio-technical systems, as the researcher must select appropriate techniques for their particular
domain. The different analytical frameworks have been developed from particular theoretical perspectives
and in relation to certain types of work environments. This permits a researcher to select a framework
whose exemplars have similar traits to the target domain. The issue with this approach is that many realworld situations are more complex than the exemplars provided and require the researcher to modify or
extend the associated models and methods.
One domain where this is particularly evident is the High Volume Manufacturing (HVM) of complex
electronic components. This involves highly complex processes, pervasive automation, large social
organisations and rapid changes in relation to performance and goals. It also involves different forms of
decision-making ranging from normal operations, to diagnosis of faults, to strategic planning. The
massive scales involved in these work environments warrant them to be described, not as socio-technical
systems, but rather socio-technical enterprises where the design of system functionality must account for
organisational, technological, engineering and market constraints. The complexity of analysing these
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environments is further compounded by the fact that they are subject to continuous improvement in
relation to both process and operations. One example of this is the way in which pervasive automation is
changing the distribution of work between human and automated systems. This continuous evolution of
the industry means that a researcher’s domain of study is essentially a moving target.
These qualities make it difficult, and perhaps even unwise, to rely on one particular analytical
framework when studying a sociotechnical enterprise. There are a number of reasons for this. Firstly there
is an issue of scale. While CSE exemplars have tended to be developed around microworlds, the
enormous scales of these environments present a considerable modelling challenge. Secondly there is an
issue of change. CSE exemplars tend to be developed around relatively stable environments in order to
explain how theoretical models are applied. While these environments have dynamic system states, the
constraints that define their functionality, i.e. agents and work configurations are normally static, at least
for the duration of the study. Finally there is the issue of scope. As frameworks have been developed from
particular theoretical perspectives, strict adherence to one view may result in important aspects of the
work being missed. For example, frameworks that use ethnomethodological approaches can provide rich
insight into behaviour but are weak at describing technical aspects of cognitive systems.
In this article a cognitive engineering process is reported that draws uses a number of different
modelling techniques in an effort to overcome the three issues described above. In the next section a
selection of CSE frameworks and methodologies are divided into two categories and their utility for
modelling an evolving sociotechnical enterprise is discussed. Following this a mixed model approach is
presented. This incorporates a work domain model, models of distributed cognition, an intentional goal
model and a model of cognitive strategies. These analytical models are coupled with a design process that
involves generating higher-level variables and applying ecological interface design principles within a
user-centred design approach. Section 4 introduces semiconductor manufacturing as the target domain of
the case study. A dramatic increase in pervasive automation is changing this industry’s operational model
from distributed to centralised control. The next three sections apply the proposed approach to modelling
system functionality, analysing the impact of change and designing a decisions support system for the
new work configuration. Section 8 outlines the merits and limitations of this process and discusses its
status within the wider discipline of CSE.

2. Applying CSE Methods to an Evolving Sociotechnical Enterprise
While a wide variety of cognitive engineering methods exist, it is possible to divide them into two
broad categories according to their epistemological stance (Marmaras & Nathaneal, 2005). Empiricalpositivist approaches attempt to model a cognitive system based on the physical and functional
constraints imposed on the work by its environment. This can be considered a modernist perspective,
which considers that human behaviour is in some way a prioi determined by the constraints and goals of
the work system. Frameworks such as cognitive work analysis (Vicente, 1999) and modeling tools such
as the abstraction hierarchy and multiflow-modelling (Lind, 1999) reside in this category. On the other
hand, empirical-hermeneutic approaches examine work practices to derive behavioural patterns that can
be used to describe system functionality. It views human behaviour as a product of interpretation, which
requires an understanding of social and historic context. This can be considered a post-modern
perspective as interpretation, or the establishment of meaning, requires the analyst to observe and explain
the actions of workers. Distributed cognition and activity theory can be seen as analytical frameworks that
exist within this category. These perspectives have different strengths and weaknesses in relation to
analysis and design within an evolving sociotechnical enterprise.
2.1. Positivist/Formative Approaches
If work is defined as purposeful action towards achieving a goal, in many situations (particularly in
industrial settings) the manner in which this goal is achieved is constrained by the laws of nature and the
limits of physical engineering. One example of a positivist approach used to analyse such domains is
work domain modelling. The Abstraction Decomposition Space (ADS) is a work domain model that
describes a system in terms of its physical and functional constraints (Rasmussen, 1985). It combines a
functional abstraction hierarchy with a physical decomposition to generate a matrix that reveals the causal
relationships between the high-level functional purpose of the overall system, the general functions
carried out by its subsystems and the physical form of the system components.

This approach has a number of advantages for analysing a sociotechnical enterprise. In terms of scale,
the hierarchical nature of the model makes it useful for matching high-level system goals to lower level
activities. As the analyst determines the level of granularity they wish to examine, a model can focus on a
region or look at broad functionality. Also, as the model is based on system constraints, initial model
construction can be developed around documentation and/or engineering models combined with targeted
worker interviews. This reduces the amount of observational work required, which may be prohibitive in
a large distributed organisation. In terms of change, the ADS is well placed for coping with system
development. The model is described as formative in that it describes work in terms of fixed constraints
rather than the actions of agents. While specific techniques and strategies for carrying out work may
evolve, the high-level goals and constraints generally remain stable. These provide an objective
perspective from which to investigate proposed changes. Finally in terms of informing design, the ADS
model is directly tied to the Ecological Interface Design (EID) framework. This provides a set of visual
design principles that can guide the development of control interfaces for complex systems.
Despite these advantages, the positivist approach is subject to limitations particularly in relation to the
social contexts in which work is carried out. The difficulty is that a work domain model reduces the
complexity of reality to facilitate design, but if the resulting model is over-simplified important features
of work practice can be missed. Gamble and Blackwell (2001) present an example of this where business
process re-engineering was applied in a large copier company. Management had observed that field repair
engineers spent a considerable amount of time at the coffee lounge in the industrial depot. In an effort to
increase client-facing time, the coffee lounge facility was removed. However, following this change the
efficiency of repair decreased while the cost of service increased. It was only subsequently revealed that
the coffee lounge was the site of informal meetings and knowledge exchange and that by changing the
physical environment the workers did not have the same level of group support and distributed expertise.
This example demonstrates that changing any aspect of a work environment requires a wider
understanding of the work system.
2.2. Hermeneutic/Descriptive Approaches
Examples of hermeneutic approaches include Distributed Cognition (DC) and Activity Theory (AT).
DC is a psychological theory suggesting that real world problem solving involves the co-ordinated use of
information in our environment and from other individuals (Hutchins, 1995). It has been proposed as a
useful framework for studying human interaction with technology as it draws attention to the role of
internal and external representations in the process of interpretation (Hollan, Hutchins & Kirsh, 2000).
DC theory has formed the basis of a number of design frameworks and methodologies all of which entail
generating models of various DC themes including; information representation, social organisation,
communication flow as well as other factors (Hollan et al, 2000; Beyer & Holtzblatt, 1998; Blandford &
Furniss, 2005).
Activity Theory developed out of cultural-historical psychology, which depicts human activity as a
complex, socially situated phenomenon (Nardi, 1995). Analyses based on activity theory aim to deliver an
understanding of social consciousness and motivation by modelling activity in terms of subjects, objects,
mediating tools and outcomes. An activity-system model extends this to include wider aspects of work
including division of labour, the community and rules that control actions.
While these frameworks involve different modelling tools they are both strongly aligned with
ethnomethodology as their research approach. This requires researchers to immerse themselves in a
workplace in order to generate rich descriptions of work practices and the environment. While this
approach has many benefits it faces a number of difficulties when applied to analysis and design within
an evolving sociotechnical enterprise.
In terms of scale, observational study is a lengthy procedure and requires extensive access to users in
their workplace. This limits the number of roles can be researched in any level of detail. Sociotechnical
enterprises such as HVM involve a large social organisation, which is divided into multiple specialist
departments and various levels of management. Workers are also physically distributed through-out a
large factory. Even if a small sample of archetypal workers selected, ethnographic analysis would still be
difficult to conduct. In terms of change, ethnomethodology is primarily a descriptive activity making it
difficult to apply to a work situation that does not yet exist. While the a posteriori models developed
from observation may allow an analyst to postulate how changes may affect work practice, the models
themselves are not predictive in any formal manner. Finally, in terms of informing design, neither DC nor
AT provide models that directly inform the visual design of system representations. AT in particular has

been criticised as not being operationalised enough to make it accessible to the wider design community
(Kaptelinin, 1995).
A more general limitation relates to the reliability of users as the focus of analysis in control scenarios.
Ethnomethodology involves observing and interpreting human behaviour but human controllers often
operate with incomplete and sometimes inaccurate models of the system they control (Woods
Johannesen, Cook & Sarter, 1994). This dependence on the user’s understanding of a work system means
that the resulting model may be patchy, conflicting or inaccurate.
2.3. A Dichotomy of Decision Making Environments
The issues of scale and change have been discussed above but the final issue of scope is a critical
factor when selecting a research approach. Naturalistic decision making environments (Klein, Orasanu,
Calderwood & Zsambok, 1993) can be generally classified into causal systems and intentional systems
(Wong, Sallis & O’Hare, 1998). Causal systems are those whose outcomes are constrained by the laws of
nature (i.e. chemical reactors, power generators etc.). As the physical form of these systems has been
designed to achieve a specific functional purpose, postivist/formative models such as the ADS can
capture the system invariants and the causal relationship between components. Intentional systems are
those whose outcome is defined by individual motivations or social policies (i.e. emergency dispatch,
military command). The ADS has been shown to be ineffective for these environments as the system
components are not fixed invariants and therefore do not have a direct causal relationship to the systems
goals (Wong et al, 1998). Instead a hermeneutic/descriptive approach can be used to reveal the various
resources and strategies used to achieve the systems goals. This dichotomy of decision making
environments and research methods is evident in CSE literature where causal systems are typically
analysed using work domain models and intentional systems through ethnomethodological techniques.
However this separation is problematic for many sociotechnical enterprises where decision-making
cannot be classed as being exclusively causal or intentional. For example, a factory may be engineered to
carry out a particular process but the day to day goals can change in relation to market demands, labour
shortages and other issues that lie outside of the system itself. Although the factory can be described as a
causal system, its operational management is subject to intentional decision-making. Ethnography can
play a role in modelling this work, however in order to get the best value from field studies an alternative
starting point is required. In order to identify how such a large, complex and evolving system is controlled
a range of modelling techniques are required.

3. A Mixed Model Approach
The research presented here has three primary goals, to reveal the functionality of a sociotechnical
enterprise, to identify the impact that operational changes will have on work practice and, where
necessary, to design information tools that can support workers in the new system configuration. This
section demonstrates how a selection of modelling and design techniques can be combined to achieve
these goals.
3.1. Revealing System Functionality
Work Domain Modelling. The initial step in the approach is to generate an ADS of the work domain. By
outlining the system in terms of its functional goals and physical or process limitations it is possible to
identify aspects of the system that remain fixed irrespective of any changes in the work practice. These
invariants provide the basic structure around which all other aspects of the system have been built.
Models addressing DC Themes. The second step is to generate models of the social structures, cognitive
artefacts and physical layout to identify the current DC configuration. The structures are resources that
have been developed to achieve the systems goals. Contextual design (Beyer & Holtzblatt, 1998) suggests
that these models are generated as a result of field studies but in many situations they are pre-existing and
are available through organization charts and training material. These structures are not fixed, but
modelling their present configuration shows how problem solving is currently distributed around the
system.
Intentional Goal Modelling. The third step is to identify the intentional goals associated with the system
and align them with the current DC configuration and the work domain model. The previous two stages
reveal the functional purpose of the system and the resources that have developed to support this purpose.
These allow us to identify key workers at various levels of management whose work practices relate to
the intentional goals associated with the system. Targeted ethnographic studies of these workers reveal

the policies and practices that define intentional goals at different levels of abstraction. This information
transfer between workers can be modelled into a hierarchical goal structure describing the intentional
goals of the system.
Model Cognitive Strategies. A workers cognitive strategy is the way in which they use the resources
available to them to deal with events. The decision ladder is a modelling tool that can be used to reveal
cognitive strategies (Rasmussen, 1983). While the previous steps identify why the work system has its
current configuration and what information is required to support functionality, the decision ladder can be
used to identify how workers use this information to understand the system state. This technique can be
used to model information integration and how information flows allow knowledge to be transferred
around the system.
3.2. Identifying the Impact of Change
As noted earlier, changes in large, complex systems can sometimes have unpredictable results. As the
work domain model was developed around the systems functional goals it is a formative model and
should remain unaffected by changes to work practice. In order to better understand the implications of
change it is necessary to show how it affects the DC configuration and how this can in turn affect
operational strategies.
Model new DC Configuration. Changes brought about by process improvement can take a number of
different forms including integrating new software/hardware, the introduction of automation or the
redesign of the physical environment. While the underlying functional constraints generally remain
stable, these changes can affect the DC configuration. Generating new models of the DC themes under
the new configuration allows us to identify where these changes have affected the work system.
Although the intentional goal model was revealed through observation, the goals themselves are
relatively stable as they relate to management principles. However the manner in which the goals are
achieved may be affected by the changes to the work configurations. The strategies model can be used to
identify where these changes affect information integration and propagation around the work system.
3.3. Designing Cognitive Artefacts to Support Work
By knowing where and why changes to cognitive work occur it becomes possible to derive
implications for the design of information systems that support workers in coping with new
responsibilities. For example, if a change affects the physical location of workers, it may be necessary to
introduce a communications channel to ensure that any previous collaboration can continue under the new
work configuration. Alternatively if a change results in a faster rate of decision making, it may be
necessary to increase the workforce or to automate aspects of the decision making process. These
implications for design are useful, but the real benefit of this approach is that it can guide the design of
advanced visual displays that remove the need for low-level cognitive operations and allow users to focus
on higher level goals.
Generating Higher-Level Variables. In this approach, the visual design process begins with generating
higher-level variables that relate to the operational goals of the system. This requires information from
each of the models. The work domain model identifies the information sources from the physical system.
The DC models show how this information is distributed and transformed the current work configuration.
The goal model reveals the higher-level operational goals of the system and the strategy models show
how these goals are achieved. By tracing the information transformations back through these models it is
possible to generate higher-level variables that provide direct support for higher-level operational tasks.
Designing Visual Artefacts. Once these higher-level variables have been generated they need to be
communicated in a manner that is meaningful to the users. The EID framework provides design principles
that guide the design of advanced visual interfaces (Vicente & Rasmussen, 1992). One of the key
principles is to use the work domain model as a template for the visual design in order to make the causal
relationships between system components explicit. This provides an external model of the system that
supports diagnosis of issues. This same structure can be used to encode the higher-level variables relating
to the systems operational goals. The resulting display should enable a user to understand the overall
system state in direct relation to its operational goals and allow them to act accordingly.
User-Centred Design. While the process is outlined here in a linear manner the visual design of system
representations is not a straightforward task. The models and encodings represent the researchers
approach to understanding system functionality but these are only hypotheses. As Woods points out in
order to test the work it is necessary to “develop artifacts that embody hypotheses about how technology

shapes cognition and collaboration” (1998). Visual encoding can be achieved in a variety of ways so the
user-centred approach of prototyping and testing of system representations is a necessary part of design.
In the following sections a case study examines the introduction of advanced automation into a complex
manufacturing environment. An application of this process presents the various models involved and
shows how they can inform the design of cognitive artifacts to support the change.

4. Case Study: Semiconductor Manufacturing
Semiconductor manufacturing is the process of creating integrated circuits more commonly known as
computer chips. It is a complex industry that combines nanotechnology with high volume manufacturing
and is carried out by a large workforce in a fabrication plant or “Fab”. The complexity of this activity is
further increased by a need for flexible manufacturing, where multiple products may be run in a high mix,
high volume fab, in order to meet changing market demands. The industry is also evolving at a rapid pace
as a result of Moore’s law, which suggests that the number of transistors that can be placed on an
integrated circuit is increasing exponentially, doubling approximately every two years (Moore, 1965).
This prediction has become a self fulfilling prophesy as it defines the target that industry strives to
achieve. As a result semiconductor manufacturing is subject to a high degree of continuous improvement
both in terms of process and product. A recent major development has been to increase the size of the
silicon wafer on which the semiconductor dies are built from 200mm to 300mm. This has resulted in a
number of changes in the fab. Previously technicians were responsible for manually loading silicon
wafers into machines (known as tools) throughout the process. The larger wafers place ergonomic
constraints on manual handling and have required the introduction of a fully automated material handling
system (AMHS) (Van Antwerp, 2004). Operational control is now moving to a Remote Operations
Centre (ROC) model where technicians monitor and control tools remotely. This has a number of
potential benefits:
• Lag time incurred while technicians move between tools is eliminated
• Attention can be focused on building batches that can optimise tool utilisation
• Centralised location should improve communication of line management strategies
These improvements increase the speed that product moves through the factory, but they have also
introduced other changes. The social structure of the remote operations centre is very different from that
of the original work environment, the workloads and responsibilities have changed and the pace of
decision making has increased. This case study analyses the fab as a distributed cognitive system. The
study identifies a number of potential issues with the new work configuration and models are used to
inform the design of a new cognitive artefact to support production management.

5. Revealing System Functionality
Semiconductor manufacturing features a complex process flow, hundreds of tools and a large
workforce. The overall process is divided into a number of regions. Regions consist of a number of
process steps where individual functional operations are carried out on the silicon wafer. There are
hundreds of steps in the overall process and many operations are repeated multiple times. Some sections
of the process involve repeated loops where the wafers pass through similar process tools resulting in a
re-entrant process flow.
Wafers have operations carried out on them in specific tools. Multiple tools carrying out the same
operations are gathered together into a toolset. Groups of toolset that carry out the same general function
(lithography, etching etc.) form a functional area. Clients place orders which are ultimately run in the Fab
as physical lots representing a set of silicon wafers. This complex relationship between process-flow and
equipment organisation is shown in figure 1.
5.1. Work Domain Model
Developing a work domain model usually involves stating the functional purpose of the overall
system, stating the physical form of its low-level components and generating the intermittent stages of
abstraction (Vicente, 1999). However, the construction of an ADS for a high volume manufacturing
environment is not straightforward as two conflicting high-level functional purposes exist; namely to
manufacture efficiently and to maintain system stability (Upton & Doherty, 2005). Efficient
manufacturing involves producing large volumes of product at a fast pace, however the tools involved in
semiconductor manufacturing require frequent maintenance to avoid producing scrap (poor quality

product). While maintenance should occur regularly, the resulting downtime leads to lower levels of
production which may not be acceptable if a large order is waiting. This conflict means that the system
can be physically and functionally decomposed in two different ways

Figure 1. Process overview and functional relationships
.
A process hierarchy divides the system according to position in the process-flow and provides different
structures that support the high-level goal of efficient manufacturing. The overall speed of the process
line is given as a Production Rate, which is the number of completed operations in a shift divided by the
total inventory in the line. The line is divided into a number of Regions and a Regional Rate can be used
to describe performance at this level. Operations have an Operation Rate that is based on the output
potential of their associated toolset versus the actual rate of production for individual tools. As inventory
runs through this process, these structures equate to a manufacturing view across the line. A functional
hierarchy divides the system into areas according to the processing techniques (lithography, etching etc.)
and then further into the specific toolsets and tools associated with these areas. This engineering view
supports the high-level goal of maintaining system stability as it provides structures for reporting health
and availability of equipment at different levels of abstraction throughout the fab (see fig. 1).

Figure 2. Work domain model of the Fab

While these two hierarchies are non-analogous in that they describe different structures in the fab, they
are related at the lowest level of abstraction, where product layers are processed in specific tools. This
relationship allows us to generate a modified ADS (fig. 2) where the functional abstraction is reflected
across the level of physical form. Each cell in this model represents the system state at a specific level of
abstraction and adjacent cells have a causal relationship with one another. These relationships are based
on physical and functional divisions of the fab and as such they are event-independent. They reveal what,
how and why the system is designed in the way it is, but they do not describe when certain activities need
to be carried out or by whom.

5.2. Models addressing DC Themes
The ADS outlines the structural invariants that describe the fab, but as manufacturing is strongly
influenced by temporal constraints, event-based factors are very important. The next stage of the process
involves generating models of the original work configuration (200mm production) for a number of
distributed cognition themes.
Social Organisation. The social organisation of the fab has been largely defined by the two views in
figure 1. From the manufacturing view there are essentially three different levels of control. The line
manager is responsible for the overall line and plans strategies around successfully meeting commitments
to client’s orders. Manufacturing supervisors are responsible for functional areas and sections of the line
surrounding their associated toolsets. They monitor the upstream and downstream inventory levels and
think of this Work in Process (WIP) in terms of the ability of their toolsets to process it. Finally,
manufacturing technicians are responsible for loading product into tools. Their view of the line is
restricted to the layers associated with their tools. They also identify problems at their tools and can alert
their supervisor to these issues. From the engineering perspective, specialised equipment technicians are
responsible for carrying out maintenance on specific toolsets and process engineers monitor availability
across functional areas. Figure 3 shows the structure of the social organisation and the views that the
different roles have of the system.

Figure 3. 200mm social organisation and physical layout

Designed Artefacts. The information systems for manufacturing control have also been developed
around these two perspectives. The main application for production management has two sections; WIP
and equipment. Within each section the key performance indicators of the low-level information units
(i.e. operations or tools) are displayed. The data is represented using a propositional display format in the
form of structured tables. As this data is continuously updated, this is the primary information source for
understanding the system state. While only low-level data is provided, the line managers and supervisors
have developed their own cognitive strategies for transforming it into higher-level information.
Physical Layout. Semiconductor manufacturing is extremely sensitive to environmental factors and
much of the activity takes places in a controlled cleanroom environment. The fab is divided up by
functional areas into a number of different cleanrooms. Manufacturing technicians are located in bays, a
part of the cleanroom where they move between their tools loading wafers for processing. Most of the
tool is located in a more controlled section of the cleanroom where the equipment technicians carry out
maintenance. The wafers are transported between the functional areas using an interbay AMHS.
Supervisors are located in their functional areas where they move between technicians instructing them
on operational goals and receiving information about tool performance. The line manager moves between
areas getting updates on the system state and responding to production issues. A diagram of this layout is
provided in figure 3.
DC Configuration. The structural invariants of the process revealed in the work domain model have
influenced the way in which social organisation, designed artefacts and physical layout have been
developed. Studying these themes shows how the problem space of semiconductor manufacturing has
been distributed around the work system. These structures support the causal system outlined in the work
domain model, but these same structures must also support the intentional goals of manufacturing, such as
managing orders, maintaining stable process flow and minimising waste. While the analysis of DC
themes places the information resources from the work domain models in context, it does not reveal the
intentional goals associated with the system.

5.3. Intentional Goal Model
The Theory of Constraints (TOC) (Goldratt & Cox, 1986) is a management theory that is commonly
used in relation to production line management. The theory states that the volume and rate of any process
is limited at some point by a constraint and that effective constraint management is imperative for process
improvement. A constraint in this sense refers to a situation where the workload exceeds the capacity of
the resources available to process it. In the following sections we replace the term constraint with
bottleneck in order to differentiate it from functional constraints. Five key steps are proposed when
implementing a TOC approach.
1. Bottleneck identification
2. Bottleneck exploitation. (i.e. achieving stability and maximising utilisation)
3. The limiting of all other processes to the capacity of the bottleneck
4. Elevating the bottleneck to a higher capacity
5. Repeating the process to identify the next bottleneck.
This approach underlies the intentional goals relating to manufacturing, but the complexity of the fab
introduces a number of additional problems. TOC relates to a linear process, but the process re-entry and
tool re-use featured in semiconductor manufacturing means that low availability with a specific toolset
could result in multiple bottlenecks along the line (see fig 1). Another issue is that individual lots can
have different levels of priority depending on the orders they belong to. This results in bottlenecks having
different levels of severity. The constraints in the fab process line are also dynamic. They are constantly
changing making bottleneck identification more difficult to achieve than with more stable processes.
Finally the focus of TOC is to maximise the rate of a process. While this is an ongoing challenge for
manufacturing engineering in the fab, it is not the guiding principle for line management where
predictable delivery time is more important. The theory of constraints is only one of the strategies
involved in line management but we will use bottleneck management to illustrate how a goal model can
be used to describe system functionality.
5.3.1. Constructing the Model
The conflicting manufacturing and engineering objectives associated with line management, mean that
decisions at various levels do not have prescribed outcomes but involve balancing sub-goals in order to
“satisfice” higher-level goals. Much of the material to this point had been gathered from reviewing
system documentation and completing training courses over a period of several weeks. However, analysis
of line management strategies required access to real users involved in their work. The previous stages
identify the technicians, supervisors and line managers as the main roles associated with operational
control and these become the focus of an ethnographic study. Contextual enquiry interviews (Beyer &
Holtzblatt, 1998) were initially carried out with each role. Following this, 4 hours of observational study
was conducted on technicians (30mins), supervisors (30 mins) and line manager (3 hrs) over 6 separate
sessions. The analysis results were compiled into an intentional goal model shown in figure 4 and are
described below.
5.3.2. First level Goals
Interviews with the line manager revealed three major influences on management practice; the need to
meet delivery dates, the availability of tools to process WIP and the distribution of WIP across the line.
Meeting delivery dates is a hard constraint as late deliveries are unacceptable. The availability of tools
and distribution of WIP are soft constraints as they influence each other and can be manipulated to control
the rate that certain products move through the line. The TOC step 3 indicates that the ideal amount of
WIP to run in the line is defined by the toolset with the smallest capacity; this is a known bottleneck.
Outside of this unexpected events (faults etc.) generate dynamic bottlenecks which slow inventory
movement. In order to plan deliveries it is essential to know how long it takes to complete manufacturing.
A set average speed must be maintained if production planning is to be successful. Based on these
observations the top level goals are defined as; satisfying customers, maintaining the speed of the line and
maintaining the spread of the inventory. These abstract high level goals were expanded in subsequent
interviews to reveal sub-goals that are more closely related to identifiable components in the system.
5.3.3. Second & Third level Sub-Goals
The next two levels in the goal model relate to measurements of success and strategies for achieving
them. Maintaining the overall speed of the WIP involves two sub-goals. The first is to maintain a high
Production Rate; the measurement of total line speed. The second is to minimise the number of dynamic

bottlenecks in the line. At a given time the production rate value may be high, but a large number of
bottlenecks in the line could cause this to drop suddenly. Minimising bottlenecks can be achieved by
insuring a high level of tool availability and consistent levels of inventory at the toolsets. These are the
responsibilities of the manufacturing supervisor. These sub-goals are further investigated to specify how
they are achieved at the next level down.
5.3.4. Fourth level Sub-Goals
The lowest level describes sub-goals that define the actions carried out at the tools. For example
achieving high tool availability involves regular tool maintenance. Similarly, maintaining consistent
inventory requires achieving high usage of the tools. We can think of these sub-goals as operational rules.
Sometimes goals at this level may be conflicting, for instance, having a high tool usage needs to be
balanced against the need to carry out tool maintenance. The operational rules for a functional area
provide sufficient guidance for normative behaviour but some conflicts will require resolution by the
supervisor based on higher level manufacturing goals.

Figure 4. Intentional goal model

5.3.5. Goals & Roles
The intentional goal model covers all the levels of operational control from high-level line
management down to the rules that define when lots are loaded into tools. During the interviews the
distribution of this goal structure across the various workers and their use of the designed artefacts to
achieve these goals were revealed. The line manager monitors inventory across the line to build up an
understanding of inventory position and WIP speed in order to define strategies. Manufacturing
supervisors have a more specialised role and view the inventory as it relates to their functional areas.
They filter the manufacturing and engineering information and combine these data sources to gain an
understanding of the effect of toolset availability on the production goals. They play a critical role in
bottleneck prediction and often work with the line manager devising strategies for dealing with these

issues. They are also responsible for communicating the resulting operational strategies to their
technicians to ensure that the final actions correlate with the overall line management strategy.
5.4. Modelling Cognitive Strategy
While the intentional goal model showed why supervisors carried out tasks it did not express how they
carried them out. The decision ladder is a cognitive modelling tool that uses Rasmussen’s skills, rules and
knowledge taxonomy to trace causal reasoning about a systems performance (Rasmussen, 1983). Its basic
premise is that users observe and integrate data from a set of components to gain an understanding of the
current state of a particular subsystem (e.g. toolset). If ambiguity exists, the current state is evaluated
against the higher-level goals of the parent subsystem (e.g. functional area). This movement between
states of knowledge is compatible with the relationship between the different levels of abstraction
revealed in the work domain model (fig. 2). This technique allows an analyst to identify information
requirements for causal reasoning. However, line management features soft constraints with the result that
reasoning is not a linear movement up through causal relationships towards a high-level goal, but
involves balancing lower level goals in order to achieve higher level ones (see fig. 4). Higgins provides a
solution for this, suggesting that the decision ladder can be used as a formal description of the individual
goals revealed in the intentional goal model (Higgins, 1998). As such the decision ladder does not model
the entire problem space but rather the information processing and states of knowledge required to
achieve individual goals. This analysis moves a step further, demonstrating that where the intentional
goals are distributed in a management structure, the decision ladders can show where information
transfers occur and what state of knowledge is required at these points. Under the original configuration
bottleneck management is shared between the supervisors and the line managers. The intentional goal
model shows that minimizing bottlenecks involves the sub-goals of maintaining high availability of
toolsets and consistent inventory levels (Fig.4).

Figure 5. Decision Ladders for Supervisors & Manager

Supervisors maintain a high level of awareness about both the tools and the inventory in their
functional areas making it possible for them to identify potential bottlenecks. Figure 5 shows a decision
ladder for the goal of bottleneck identification. System data from technicians, equipment engineers and
maintenance plans are used together to reveal the current and future status of individual tools. The
supervisor integrates this data to understand the capacity of a toolset. When a low capacity is identified
this acts as an alert. Following this the supervisor observes WIP in the line through the same information
system as the line manager. However, as they are already focused on a particular toolset, they only need
to observe inventory levels at a few specific points allowing them to identify a potential bottleneck at an
operation. Despite this knowledge the supervisor cannot decide the correct response as they do not attend
to performance across the entire line. The evaluation of what impact this potential bottleneck will have on
the manufacturing goals is passed up to the line manager.
Line Managers have their own strategies for bottleneck identification. They monitor the line for any
changes in inventory that may impact their delivery plans. However this exception management approach
can only deal with problems after they occur, i.e. when inventory has already built up, as such they rely
strongly on the warnings passed on by the supervisors. The line manager’s decision ladder for bottleneck
management shows that the level of alert corresponds to the notification of an issue by the supervisor.
The manager uses this notification to observe the operation and the inventory levels surrounding it. Other
bottlenecks in the line are checked along with their relative positions in order to identify possible conflicts
between WIP management decisions. The relationship between these potential bottlenecks and shipping
commitments to clients will also be considered. This allows the manager to identify the critical
bottlenecks, to rank these in order of importance and to minimize their impact on the overall schedule.
This analysis reveals that the highest level of the supervisor’s decision ladder feeds into the lowest level
of the managers.

6. Identifying the Impact of Change
Both the ADS and the Intentional Goal Model can be described as formative models of system
functionality. While both describe the system in terms of goals and means-ends relationships, their goal
structures are independent of any particular work configuration. On the other hand the models of DC
themes demonstrate how the social, physical and information systems of a 200mm Fab are configured to
support its functionality. The move to 300mm manufacturing has resulted in a number of changes. While
the underlying process remains the same and the abstract goal structures remain valid, the introduction of
a more pervasive AMHS and the move to remote operations control changes the way in which
manufacturing is carried out. In this stage of the process we examine these changes in more detail by
generating new models of DC themes under the altered work configuration.
6.1. Modelling the new DC configuration
Physical Layout. One of the most obvious changes has been to the physical design of the new fab. The
automated delivery of wafers to tools has removed the need for teams of technicians to load WIP into the
tools. This has resulted in two major changes, firstly the physical dimensions of the bays have been
reduced and secondly a new remote operations centre (ROC) now exists outside of the cleanroom
environment (fig. 6).

Figure 6. 300mm social organisation and physical layout

Social Structures. The social structures that support fab management have also changed. While
manufacturing technicians are no longer needed in the bays, the higher levels of automation increase the
engineering challenges in the fab. As a result many technicians have moved into equipment maintenance
roles. The supervisors must manage these larger maintenance teams and focus on the increased
engineering demands in their functional areas. Their continuing location in the fab reduces their role in
operations control. The remote operations centre is manned by a line manager and a small team of
specialised remote operations technicians. These technicians can now manage multiple tools concurrently
from their desks. In fact many technicians now control the tools for an entire functional area. This
changes the social hierarchy and in turn the structure of the distributed cognitive system described in our
intentional goal model. The sub-goals that were carried out by the supervisors in relation to
manufacturing now need to be completed by either the line manager or the technicians (figure 7).

Figure 7. Changes in goal distibution

Designed Artefacts. The move to 300mm manufacturing has required changes to the manufacturing
execution system used in the fab (Mouli & Srinivasan 2004), but while the systems architecture is
radically different, the information content for operations control remains roughly the same. Despite the
physical and social changes that have occurred, the underlying manufacturing process involves the same
structures; WIP, tools, operations etc. and these continue to accurately describe the system state. As a
result the tabular, propositional format in which system data is presented is unaltered. However, given the
radical changes in terms of information flows and work rate it is questionable whether this
representational format of the data is adequate.
While supervisors no longer play a central role in operations control, the strategies model identified
their importance for bottleneck management in the original configuration. With their expert knowledge of
functional areas they acted as a bridge between engineering and manufacturing views of the line. While
they maintained an awareness of the availability of their toolsets they are also aware of the WIP in terms
of the impact their availability will have on the production goals. In the absence of supervisors, the line
manager must access larger volumes of data at lower levels of abstraction and carry out the same lowlevel calculations to identify constraints.
6.2. Effects of Change on System Functionality
In the original work system the need for technicians to load tools placed a physical constraint on the
manufacturing process. The automation of this activity has increased the production rate of work but it
has also changed the work configuration involved in operations control. This change places greater
cognitive demands on the remaining system controllers. While the supervisors were responsible for
dozens of tools the line manger must now maintain an awareness of hundreds of them. Furthermore, the
manager must switch between a linear, ordinal view of the process flow and a discrete, categorical model
of tools, toolsets and functional areas. The supervisor’s focussed view and expert knowledge of their
functional areas allowed them to use tacit knowledge and mental arithmetic to identify bottlenecks.
However these strategies are unsuitable when the full line must be considered. This marks a transition in
the nature of the operations functional constraints from physical to cognitive. If we are to further improve
the process, cognitive artefacts that remove the need for low-level information processing must be
developed.

7. Designing Visual Decision Support
The previous sections have demonstrated how the abstract goals involved in semiconductor
manufacturing are achieved through their distribution amongst management structures and information
systems in the fab. The introduction of advanced automation has changed the social organisation

associated with operational control and this increases the cognitive workload of the line manager. The
reduced support provided through socially distributed cognition needs to be replaced by increasing the
level of individually distributed cognition (Perry, 1999). This requires the development of more advanced
information systems that represent the system state at higher levels of abstraction.
The design philosophy behind the current information system is “design for availability” (Woods,
1985). Low level system data is presented in a tabular format in order to support the widest range of tasks.
There are a number of reasons why this has been predominant. Engineers tend to be expert users of
spreadsheet applications and find it relatively easy to navigate and extract information from tabular
representations, from a software engineering perspective, tabular representations are much simpler to
develop than interactive visual interfaces and in terms of data flexibility, the raw data allows users to
generate custom reports on demand. These characteristics were advantageous when line management was
supported by a large team; however in the absence of supervisors the line manager must now scan the
large tables of alphanumeric data in order to understand the system state. An alternative is to design
graphic representations that make the higher-level system goals explicit through their visual encoding.
7.1. Generating Higher Level Variables
The first step in designing these representations is to generate variables that can indicate system
performance at higher levels of abstraction. While line management involves a large number of goals here
we will continue to focus on the goal of minimising bottlenecks. The intentional goal model in section 5.4
revealed that the sub-goals required to minimise bottlenecks are; to maintain consistent inventory levels
and to keep availability high. A bottleneck occurs where the inventory is greater than the ability of the
tools to process it, otherwise known as the capacity of a toolset. The difficulty is that these two variables
are very dynamic and are constantly changing relative to one another.
Traditionally, the manufacturing supervisor’s knowledge of the current tool states, maintenance plans
and past performance allowed them to maintain awareness of their toolsets capacity throughout their shift.
In the absence of supervisors a single measurable value needs to be generated that can inform the line
manager about potential constraints in the line, essentially providing the alert system state in their
decision ladder (fig. 5). This will eliminate the need to carry out the repetitive low-level cognitive
operations of data selection and integration which are unsustainable across the full line.
Based on the available data it is possible to generate a residual capacity figure by subtracting the total
toolset inventory from the current toolset capacity. Toolset inventory is the sum of the inventory at each
of its associated layers. This derived value extends information from the manufacturing view into the
engineering view. Where the residual capacity figure is positive the tools are not being fully utilised and
more inventory can be sent to these operations. On the other hand, where residual capacity is negative a
bottleneck is occurring. This value allows bottlenecks to be identified without the need for mental
arithmetic or information foraging.
7.2. Visual Design
Now that a higher-level variable has been generated, it needs to be represented within the context of
the work system. The ecological information design (EID) framework provides a set of visual design
principles that guide the design of advanced interfaces for complex systems (Vicente & Rasmussen,
1992). The type of decision making required to manage constraints falls into the category of Knowledge
Based Behaviour. It does not rely on procedural rules but rather an evaluation based on the higher level
goals of the system. The associated visual design principle is to represent the structural invariants
revealed in the work domain analysis in the form of an abstraction hierarchy that serves as an externalised
system model supporting causal reasoning.
The work domain modelling phase (section 5.1) showed that the ADS of the fab involved two
abstraction hierarchies and a number of additional guidelines have been developed for work domains such
as this. They state that both hierarchies should be externalised, they should be differentiable and
compatible and the relationship between their structures should be made explicit (Upton & Doherty,
2006). Figure 8 provides a schematic of how this might be achieved. Both structures have been expressed
using different graphical techniques for encoding hierarchies. The relationship between the two structures
is made explicit through contextual highlighting; when the user rolls over a toolset the associated process
steps are highlighted. In this case toolset b is a three layer tool that repeats an operation at three steps in
the process.

Figure 8. Schematic of ecological design for dual hierarchy system

EID’s design principles were intentionally kept high-level to ensure generalizability to other domains;
however they become difficult to apply where the number of components in a system is very large. The
visualisation reference model outlines an approach to visualisation design that can be integrated with EID
to provide a more concrete process for generating visual forms within an ecological interface design
(Upton & Doherty, 2007). It states that raw data should be subjected to scale transformations to suit
specific tasks before being compiled into data tables. Visual mappings can then be applied to match the
data to the appropriate visual variables to create visual structures. These visual structures can be
manipulated by the user through techniques such as direct manipulation to create views on the data (Card
et al., 1999).
This approach provides an explicit technique for converting data to visual form and is applied to the
generation of a graphic display for detecting bottlenecks in the line. The required data involves both
event-based information such as the residual capacity figure and the structural invariants provided by the
work domain model in figure 2. More specifically, the residual capacity figure, the engineering hierarchy,
the manufacturing hierarchy and the relationship between these hierarchies at the point where tools carry
out and process steps. Each of these data sources can be categorized as having with a nominal, ordinal or
quantitative perceptual scale. In some cases data may exist on two scales; for instance the process steps
are nominal in that they each have a unique ID, but they are also ordinal in that they exist in a specific
sequence. Table 2 shows all of the information requirements necessary for supporting constraint detection
in the line. Visual mapping uses the principles behind the representational effect (Zhang & Norman,
1994) to encode data into visual form. These show that the data scales can be encoded using specific
visual variables (position, size, tone, texture, orientation, shape and hue), to allow for visual processing of
the data (Bertin, 1983).
Information Requirement
Residual Capacity
Engineering Hierarchy
Manufacturing Hierarchy
Engineering/Manufacturing Relationship

Data Range
(confidential)
Fab/Func Area/Toolset
Line/Region/Step
Process steps -> Toolsets

Data Scale
Quantitative
Nominal & Ordinal
Nominal & Ordinal
Nominal

Table 1. Information requirements for line-bottleneck management
To successfully match the data to a visual variable it is necessary to reveal the basic cognitive tasks
being carried out with the data and these can be derived from the strategy analysis in section 6.2. The line
manager needs to know the position of bottlenecks in the line. The manufacturing view is linear so the
process steps should be presented using the ordinal variable of spatial position on an axis. The bottlenecks
are represented using residual capacity which is a quantitative variable and can be encoded through scale.
Combining the position and scale variables results in a bar chart representation where positive values
indicate excess capacity and negative values indicate the location of bottlenecks. By incorporating this
visual form into the structural layout achieved through the EID design principles it is possible to generate
an interface that allows the line manager to quickly detect and evaluate potential bottlenecks in the line.
Figure 9 provides a schematic of the final design. Here we can see that the manager has identified a
bottleneck in region three. By rolling over the bar they see that this correlates to toolset x123, a two layer
toolset with both process steps occurring in region three. This allows them to examine the availability
issue for this toolset and to plan the WIP management accordingly.

Figure 9. Schematic of the design of the Constraint View

7.3. User Centred Design
User centred design was applied during the visual design phase, with line managers providing
feedback on sketches and early mock-ups. The design in figure 9 is a sketch of a final high fidelity
prototype. In the final design session line managers identified a number of potential advantages with this
interface:
• The unified display removes the need for information foraging across multiple screens
• The visualisation removes the need for mental arithmetic to understand the system state.
• The design supports preventative rather than reactive line management strategies.
• The display supports the communication of manufacturing goals to technicians, enabling them
to see the effects of their actions on the overall system.
• The graphical representation improves everyone’s understanding of a complex process and can
align engineering and operational plans to ensure minimum impact on manufacturing goals.
While the analytical models guided and informed design, the visual encoding of information is by
necessity an exploratory process (Upton & Doherty, 2008). A user centred design approach supports
progression through different stages of conceptualisation and played an important role in this cognitive
engineering process.

8. Discussion
The cognitive engineering process presented here aims to support analysis and design within an evolving
sociotechnical enterprise. Issues relating to the scale of work domain, changes in operational practice and
the scope of decision-making styles make it difficult to study the enterprise using currently available
analytical frameworks. In fact, the combination of these issues within a single work domain forces us to
question the appropriateness of the dichotomy of analytical approaches that seems to have emerged
within the CSE discipline. The advantages and weaknesses of positivist and hermeneutic approaches
relate to their epistemological backgrounds and the illustrative exemplars around which they were
originally developed. While complete frameworks have been developed around either approach, it is
important to realise that these do not offer fully comprehensive models of a cognitive system but only
provide a means for understanding the complexity of real-world activity. Once we accept this view, the
various models provided by these frameworks can be used in a pragmatic manner as components in an
analytical toolkit for studying system functionality.
8.1. System Models and the Pragmatics of Design
The process presented here uses both modern positivist approaches and what can be described as postmodern hermeneutic approaches to study causal and intentional aspects of the system respectively. It is
not simply the variety of models, but their specific qualities and the sequence in which they are generated,
that makes them useful. The ADS provides a model that can cope with scale of enterprise-level work
domains. A positivist approach allows an analyst to generate this structural model based on functional
constraints without getting swamped in the details of work practice. However, as HVM is not only
dictated by process but also flexible demands, a range of management policies have been developed that
also influence system control. While functional constraints can be identified through analysis of a systems
physical engineering, these management policies can only be identified by studying work practice. The
models of DC themes make the relationship between system functionality and work practice explicit and

identify key workers who are responsible for system control at various levels of abstraction. Analyses of
these workers roles and relationships can be used to construct an intentional goal model that describes the
management policies in a formative manner. Detailed examinations of workers strategies can then
identify specifically how users interpret system data to derive meaning. By balancing modern with
postmodern approaches, it becomes possible to analyse the multifaceted nature of control in this
sociotechnical enterprise.
Beyond these benefits for analysis, the use of multiple models has additional advantages when it
comes to the pragmatics of visual design. The ADS can be used to inform the visual display of system
information by applying EID’s visual design principles. While these principles are quite high level, they
can guide the visual composition of display elements into a semantic representation that makes system
functionality explicit. At a lower level, the strategies analysis can identify particular cognitive tasks that a
worker must carry out on system data. This level of analysis can be used to visually encode data in a
manner that supports these tasks through perceptual processing of information. By combining these
techniques it is possible to generate visual representations that highlight important system events and
provide better support for system control.
8.2. Limitations of the Approach
The case study presented here provides evidence for the utility of this process; however the approach is
not without limitations.
While the process is presented in a linear format this is done to ensure clarity and does not precisely
reflect the true nature of analysis and design. Within the analysis phase, the need for a model of cognitive
strategies only became apparent once the difference between the old and new work configurations was
made clear. However as the strategies model relates to the original work configuration, it is presented
here as an element in the first stage of describing the original systems functionality. Within the design
phase, only one set of visual concepts are provided here but design exploration played an important role
in the design process. It was necessary to generate a visual design space consisting of multiple sketches
and prototypes before commitment was made to the final design. These factors indicate that the process
cannot be fully specified but involves an opportunistic use of analytical methods and design techniques.
While this may be construed as a methodological weakness, we feel that it is simply reflective of a
discipline that seeks to study a wide range of highly variable work domains and to produce cognitive tools
that support work practice.
A more fundamental issue relates to the scope of this process in regard to understanding intentionality.
While the approach revealed the implications of change on workloads and informed the design of a visual
decision support tool, the advantages of this tool relate mainly to information processing tasks. The
display supports decision-making by showing the system state at higher levels of abstraction but the
analytical models do not deal with a number of factors that influence of intentional behaviour. For
example, how a manager learns to interpret system states, how high-level conflicts are resolved or how
different management styles develop are not discussed. These factors are less constrained than those
revealed in our intentional goal model, but are no less important for understanding how control happens.
Examination of this embodied intentionality requires a more phenomenology-driven approach that
provides alternative concepts for analysis and modelling. Hermeneutic approaches such as activity theory
have been used in conjunction with positivist frameworks to tackle this issue (Norros & Nuutinen, 2002).
While it may be possible to integrate activity models with the current process, the utility of
phenomenology-driven models to inform design practice remains an open issue that requires further
investigation.

9. Conclusions
This article has presented a cognitive engineering process for modelling functionality, analysing the
implications of change and designing decision support within a sociotechnical enterprise. This process
makes a number of distinct contributions. Firstly, it provides a structured approach to analysing a large,
distributed control situation that combines causal and intentional decision making. Secondly, it provides
further evidence that models derived from positivist analytical approaches benefit from additional
hermeneutic analyses. While the advantage of this has been demonstrated elsewhere (Jamieson et al,
2007; Burns & Hajdukiewicz, 2004), the specific role of the decision ladder for modelling socially
distributed cognitive tasks has been identified. Thirdly, while hermeneutic-driven analyses generally
output high-level implications for design, this approach integrates the rich descriptive quality of

ethnography with the design utility of constraint-driven models. This significantly reduces the gap
between analysis and interface design. Finally, the development of formative models of both process and
management goals is particularly important in systems that are subject to continuous improvement. While
aspects of the work configuration will continue to change, these models provide a more stable description
of the system that can be re-used in future design projects.
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